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Abstract

How do politicians view the external response from citizens to performance information? We answer this question by testing how politicians expect citizens to respond to relative performance, social and historical performance comparisons, good and bad performance, and the assignment of responsibility for performance. This constitutes the first study of how politicians view the external role of performance information. We draw on two unique survey vignette experiments conducted with a large sample of Danish local councilors (n=814). The results show that councilors expect citizens to care a lot about both relative social and historical performance. Interestingly, the results also show very divergent asymmetries in councilors expectations to how citizens respond to relatively good and relatively bad performance. Specifically, councilors expect a negativity bias if blame is assigned to others and a positivity bias if praise is assigned to the council.
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Introduction

Recently there has been an increasing interest in how managers and politicians perceive and use performance information (Askim 2007; Askim et al. 2008; Askim 2009; Moynihan and Pandey 2010; Kroll 2013; 2014a; 2014b). Still, many have recognized that our empirical knowledge about how politicians perceive performance information is limited (Poister and Streib, 1999; Moynihan, 2005b; Askim 2007, Nielsen and Baekgaard 2013). Specifically, most studies focusing on how politicians or managers view performance information focus on the internal organizational role of the performance information (Askim 2009). However, performance information also serves the purpose of helping citizens evaluate the value that government creates for them (Osborne and Plastrik 2000, 247). Yet, as James (2011b) has argued, public management research has neglected how politicians and managers view the external accountability role of performance information. This stands in stark contrast to the many recent efforts to experimentally understand the external role of performance information from the perspective of citizens. This research has highlighted how relative evaluations, references points, and a negativity bias shape how citizens use and perceive performance information (Charbonneau & Van Ryzin, 2013; James 2011a; 2011b; Olsen, 2013a; 2013b; 2013c; Hansen et al., 2014). This raises the question if politicians normative expectations to the external role of performance information differs from or matches what we observe among citizens: How do politicians expect citizens to respond to performance information about an organization? Do politicians expect citizens to engage in relative performance evaluations and be more responsive to negative rather than positive information as citizen-level research has shown? And to what extent are politicians’ expectations dependent on who responsibility for good and bad performance assigned to?

This article turns the focus to how politicians view the external effect of performance information among citizens by responding to the above posed questions. The argument here
is that we can learn something about politicians use of performance information by studying their expectations to how citizens respond. The underlying assumption is that politicians perceptions and actions are motivated by their beliefs about the publics response to performance information. Specifically, four aspects are derived from the existing experimental literature in order to develop a set of questions guiding the experimental study of politicians expectations to citizens response to performance information. The four aspects are: How politicians view (1) the importance of relative performance evaluations compared with absolute evaluations (James 2011b; 2011b), (2) the relative strength of social and historical comparisons in relative performance evaluations (Charbonneau and Van Ryzin 2013; Olsen 2013d; Hansen et al. 2014), (3) the presence of a negativity bias in citizens evaluations (John and James 2007; Boyne et al. 2009; Olsen 2013c), and finally (4) how the assignment of responsibility affects politicians’ view of citizens’ use of performance information (Moynihan 2005a; 2005b; 2008; Kroll 2014a).

In order to test these four aspects of politicians’ view of citizens’ response to performance information, we conduct two vignette experiments in a large sample of Danish local councilors (n=814). Danish local councilors constitute a highly relevant population for the study of performance information as they are politically responsible for the majority of expenses in the large Danish welfare state. Accordingly, they are regularly exposed to all sorts of performance information from a diverse set of public sector services.

The broader contribution of the article is twofold: First, while there is a growing use of experimental research to study citizens, only few studies of performance information has been conducted on a larger scale among politicians (Nielsen and Baekgaard 2013). In the experiments, we asked councilors how satisfied citizens should be with various services. We experimentally manipulated the organizational performance and the relative performance to various reference points – including past performance and the performance of others (Simon 1939). We hereby offer the first experimental study of how politicians expect citizens to
respond to various forms of performance.

Second, we offer a comparative perspective on the response to performance information by contrasting experimental evidence found among citizens with that of politicians. By contrasting the two we are able to identify differences and similarities in citizens response to performance information and how politicians expect them to respond. This provides a closer integration of the research into how various actors respond to performance information. Understanding similarities and differences may help understand when and why performance information has intended or unintended consequences (Kelman and Friedman, 2009).

**How do Politicians Expect Citizens to Respond to Performance Information?**

The existing research on citizens response to performance information poses a number of questions to how politicians expect citizens to react. Performance information is here defined broadly as any regular, systematic, and quantitative data accessible to the public which capture the inputs, actions, outputs, or outcomes of public organizations or political entities (James 2011b). In the experimental study of citizens response to performance information focus has mainly been on three aspects: 1) The importance of relative performance evaluation compared with absolute evaluations (James 2011a; 2011b), 2) the relative strength of social and historical comparisons in relative performance evaluations (Charbonneau and Van Ryzin 2013; Olsen 2013d; Hansen et al. 2014), 3) the presence of a negativity bias in performance evaluations (John and James 2007; Boyne et al. 2009; Olsen 2013c). In addition, from the perspective of politicians, there has been focus on a fourth aspect namely how the assignment of responsibility affect politicians view of citizens use of performance information (Weaver 1986; Moynihan 2005a; 2005b). Each of the four aspects of the existing body of research leads to four distinct empirical questions about politicians’ expectation to citizens’ response to performance information. These will be outlined in further detail below.
It has long been recognized that reference points can serve as goals or aspirational levels for performance for organizations or individuals. In the early work of Herbert Simon it was noted how, from the perspective of the administrator, "the only sound basis for decisions about numbers is numerical factual information about past experiences or the experiences of others nothing more nor less than comparative statistics." (Simon 1939, 106). Reference dependence implies that performance is coded in terms of loss or gain, success or failure, negative or positive, or good or bad depending on how the performance of the organizations in question is doing relative to some reference point (Festinger 1954; Simon 1955; March and Simon 1958; Tversky and Kahneman 1974; Tversky and Kahneman 1981; Heath 1999). The reference point is therefore crucial for forming expectations and aspirations to match with performance feedback. Hereby, comparing performance to some reference point provides a measure of attainment discrepancy and places performance in a domain of either falling short or making the cut. The existing studies at the citizen level point to that citizens care a lot about relative performance when evaluating performance information (James 2011a; 2011b; Olsen 2013d; Hansen et al. 2014).

This leads us to the first expectation how politicians’ think citizens should respond to performance information: To what extent do politicians expect citizens to rely on reference points for performance evaluations and thereby engage in a relative mode of evaluation?

A natural extension of the reference point discussion is to focus on variation in the impact of various reference points. Specifically, it has been an integrated part of organizational research to analyze how organizations engage in comparisons with other organizations, i.e. social comparisons, and with their own past performance, i.e. historical comparisons (March and Simon 1958; Cyert and March 1963; Heath 1999). In social psychology, there has long been a similar distinction between (historical) comparisons in time and (social) comparisons with others (Albert 1977; Festinger 1954). This distinction has also gotten some attention in recent experimental research on the effect of performance information on citizens. A striking
finding has been that social reference points tend to affect attitudes more than historical ones (Charbonneau and Van Ryzin, 2013; Olsen, 2013d, Hansen et al., 2014). That is, citizens are more affected by information about how other organizations are doing relative to the one they are evaluating than simply judging how the organization in question is performing over time. For instance, Olsen (2013d) that social reference points (e.g. other organizations) have a stronger impact on citizen evaluations than historical comparisons (e.g. past years performance). Hansen et al. (2014) also finds that voters prospective preferences are also highly affected by cross-national concerns: How are we doing relative to other neighboring countries?

This leads to a natural second question to politicians’ expectations to citizens’ responses to performance information: To what extent do politicians expect citizens to rely more strongly on social reference points than historical ones?

A related matter in the experimental study of citizens’ reaction to performance information has been on the negativity bias. The negativity bias is defined by the fact that “negative events are more salient, potent, dominant in combinations, and generally efficacious than positive events” (Rozin and Royzman 2001, 297). For the case of performance information it implies that positive and negative performance of the same magnitude have asymmetrical effects on citizens with the negative information showing a stronger impact. The experimental evidence of this effect has been mixed. For instance, James and Moseley (2014) find a stronger negative effect of absolute and relative performance on citizens’ satisfaction with public services. On the other hand, James (2011b) finds no clear support for a negativity bias in a laboratory experiment where participants where exposed to “good” and “bad” performance information. Observational studies find more clear support for a negativity bias in citizens response to performance information (Soroka 2006; Boyne et al. 2009).

This leads to our third question to politicians’ expectations to citizens’ responses to performance information: To what extent do politicians expect citizens to respond with a nega-
activity bias to performance information, that is, by giving more weight to relatively bad performance compared with relatively good performance?

Finally, the negativity bias has often been linked with blame avoidance behavior among politicians and managers (Weaver 1986; Boyne et al. 2009; Johnsen 2012). Pollitt (2006a: 41) has argued that politicians "do not take much interest–unless and until disasters, scandals, or breakdowns come along...". Not only citizens but also the media coverage of performance information are overly focused on performance problems (James 2004; Soroka 2006; Dixon et al. 2013). This faces politicians and managers with some equally asymmetrical incentives to avoid bad performance rather than seek good performance. Some have noted that a motivation underlying politicians use of performance information can be opportunistic, that is, they use the available information strategically (Moynihan 2005; Askim 2007). The implication is that politicians may have different wishes to citizens’ responses depending on how the performance information relates to a service for which the politicians themselves are to be either blamed or praised.

This leads to our fourth and final question to politicians’ expectations to citizens’ responses to performance information: To what extent do politicians’ expectations to citizens’ response to performance information depend on the degree to which the performance information assigns accountability to politicians?

An Experimental Research Design

In order to answer the four questions a large-scale experiment was conduct among real politicians. Specifically, a survey experiment was administered to a large sample of Danish local councilors. Denmark has 98 municipalities with around 2.450 local councilors filling the 20 to 30 council seats in each municipality. The mayor is the only full time paid councilor while most other councilors use between 15 to 25 hours a week on council related work and ob-
tain a payment of between 20,000 to 30,000 USDs a year. Danish municipalities are seen as the main provider of public services to citizens and account for more the half of all public spending. Danish local councilors are therefore important politicians to analyze as they are routinely confronted with performance information on schools, child care, administrative service satisfaction, and much more.

During the spring of 2013 all Danish councilors were emailed a survey containing questions about their views on local matters and their role as councilors. In addition to the initial invitation, three reminder emails were send out. This resulted in a large sample of which some drop out during the survey which results in a slightly smaller sample for the results presented here (n=814).

Towards the end of the survey councilors where randomly assigned to a number of treatments in two separate vignette experiments. In both vignettes councilors were asked to evaluate organizations given a combination of absolute and relative performance information. The experiments draw on recent experimental work done among citizens (Charbonneau and Van Ryzin 2013; James 2011b; Olsen 2013d). This allows us to more precisely compare politicians’ beliefs about citizens’ response to performance information and the existing experimental work on citizens’ responses.

The first experimental vignette dealt with municipal unemployment rates and the other presented councilors with grade averages from a hypothetical local school. Both experiments contained three treatments each. The two service areas are chosen because performance information for both are frequently reported to citizens. It is therefore likely that councilors have expectations to how citizens respond to both areas of performance. Furthermore, the two areas allow for variation in the attribution of responsibility for the observed performance. For the case of unemployment, attribution of responsibility will often be assigned at the municipal level as unemployment statistics cover each municipality as a single unit. However, for the case of school performance, the unit in question is often individual schools within a
municipality.

In the case of unemployment, all three experimental conditions asked councilors to evaluate a hypothetical scenario outlining the unemployment situation in their own municipality. Specifically, councilors were asked to rate how satisfied they think that citizens should be with various local unemployment rates. This was done on a 11-point scale ranging from 0=not at all satisfied to 10=very satisfied.

The three treatments varied the reference point for performance comparison. The exact texts of each treatment are outlined in table 1. In short, the conditions contained: 1) an absolute value of local unemployment, 2) an absolute value of local unemployment and a social comparison value, and 3) an absolute value of local unemployment and a historical comparison value. The three treatments allow us to test the first and second question concerning the importance of relative performance and whether social or historical comparisons have a stronger impact on evaluations.

In the first treatment councilors are only provided with a hypothetical unemployment rate of their municipality. In the second treatment the very same information is provided along with a hypothetical average rate for all other municipalities in the country which is intended to serve as a social reference point. In the third treatment councilors are provided their own hypothetical unemployment rate along with another hypothetical rate representing last year’s unemployment.

The experiment also contained a second stage of randomized treatment in which the numerical value of the unemployment rates are randomized (Olsen 2013d). Randomizing the numerical performance information has a number of advantages. First, it overcomes the potential problems by choosing to experimentally expose councilors with just one or two arbitrary values. Performance numbers can themselves contain unwarranted information and symbolic meaning which can be difficult to determine a priori (Wildavsky 1964; Olsen 2014b). Second, by randomizing the numbers we can also test the importance of distance
between target and reference point. Some councilors have been assigned to cases where the
difference was very narrow while others have experienced large differences. Third, it allows
for comparing potential different effects of moving away from the reference point in both
worse and better directions. This allows us to measure a potential negativity bias as stated in
our third question to politicians’ expectations.

The randomized numerical values are drawn from a predefined normal distribution with
an average of 6.3% and a standard deviation of 1.0%. These parameters correspond roughly
to national unemployment rate during the survey period. This distribution is used both for the
specific organization in question and the reference point and both values are drawn independ-
ently of each other.\(^1\) The two levels of randomization implies that we have both a discrete
level of treatment (absolute, no reference point / historical reference point / social reference
point) and a continuous level of treatment

\[\text{Table 1 about here.}\]

The second experimental vignette deals with school performance. The basic setup is sim-
ilar to that of the unemployment experiment: a between-subjects-design with three treatment
groups containing 1) only a single grade for one school, 2) a school grade average along
with the combined average of schools in the same municipality, and 3) a school grade av-
erage along with the previous year’s grade average for that school. The exact texts of each
treatment are outlined in table 2.

As in the employment experiment the school performance scenarios also contained a
second stage of randomization of the actual grades presented to councilors. Again the grades
were drawn from a normal distribution with a mean of 6.5 and a standard deviation of 1.0.\(^2\)

\(^1\)An example of the distribution of randomized numerical values in the experiments can be viewed in the ap-
pendix.

\(^2\)The Danish grade scale is a 7-point scale with values from worst to best being: -3, 0, 2, 4, 7, 10, and 12 which
corresponds to American grades of scale as: F, Fx, E, D, C, B, and A.
Apartment for the substantial differences between school and unemployment performance, the two experimental vignettes are also systematically different in how responsibility for performance is assigned. In the case of schools the councilors are asked to make judgment about the satisfaction of "parents with children at this school" given the provided information. That is, responsibility in case of relatively good or bad performance is directed towards the individual school. In the case of unemployment, councilors instead make judgment about the satisfaction of "citizens in your municipality" on the basis of the randomized performance information. That is, responsibility is directed towards the council. This is important to investigate the fourth question we posted to councilors expectations which aimed at variation in assignment of responsibility to politicians.

**Empirical Findings**

In figure 1 the mean evaluations across the treatment groups in both experiments are shown with 95% confidence intervals. First, we can note that the councilors think that citizens should be much less satisfied in the unemployment case ($M=4.3, SD=2.2$) than in the school case ($M=5.2, SD=2.2$). The difference in mean responses is highly significant ($d =0.9, p < 0.01$).

Across both experiments we can note how the expected satisfaction is higher under the historical reference point. We also see greater variations in average evaluations across the unemployment experiment than in the school experiment. For school performance only the social and historical reference point evaluations differ ($d =0.4, p < 0.05$). For the case of unemployment, the historical reference point is significantly higher than both the social reference point ($d =0.4, p < 0.05$) and the no reference point condition ($d =1.1, p < 0.001$). Here the social reference point also provides significantly higher evaluations than the no reference point condition ($d =0.7, p < 0.01$).
Next we turn to answering the four questions we posed. First, we look at how important absolute and relative performance was for councilors’ expectation to citizens’ evaluations. The main results are reported in table 3. The first set of models use the randomized absolute value for each school/municipality and the randomized reference point (either social or historical). The second line of models looks at reference dependence and symmetries which we will return to later.

First, we look at the school experiment. As expected the model with no reference point shows that councilors expect citizens to be more satisfied with better performing schools. The positive coefficient in model I (no comparison) indicate that a one grade point shift changes the expected citizen satisfaction by about one unit on the 11-point scale. This amounts to about half a standard deviation change for a one standard deviation change in the assigned grade average. This indicates that councilors attended to the information in the experiment and responded in accordance with the intended manipulation of performance information.

Next we turn to model I with a social reference point. Here both randomized numbers in the form of the absolute grade and the reference point are introduced in one model. The school grade average itself has about the same effect while the reference point has about half the effect. The negative sign on the reference point coefficient indicate that councilors expects parents to evaluate the school 0.5 points worse as the reference point increase by one grade point average. This is a sizable effect which denote a strong relative component in evaluations. A similar but numerically slightly stronger effect is found for the historical reference point. In summary, relative performance has a profound effect on councilors expectations to citizens evaluations of schools performance.

For the unemployment experiment the absolute unemployment rate has a negative effect on evaluations and reduce them by 0.7 for each percentage point increase in the unemploy-
ment rate. This effect is smaller than the absolute effect in the school performance vignette. We can also see that the model fit is substantially better in the school experiments than in the unemployment experiments. This tells us that councilors generally expected performance information to affect parents’ satisfaction with schools more than performance information should affect citizens’ satisfaction with the municipality.

The effects of the social and historical reference points are about the same as in the school case namely around half a point. The positive sign indicates that councilors expect citizens satisfaction to increase as the unemployment rate rises for the reference point. Again we can note that councilors expect relative performance to matter a lot to citizens.

Findings from both the school and unemployment case are therefore both supportive and conflicting with experimental evidence among citizens. It supports the finding in previous studies that relative performance matters a lot to citizens. Local councilors expect citizens rely on reference points. However, we do not see evidence of a greater potency of social reference points if compared with historical ones as has been the case for citizen focused experiments.

[Table 3 about here.]

Next we turn to the interaction models in order to identify a negativity bias in the response to relatively good and relatively bad performance. In table 3 these results are provided in the second model for both experimental vignettes under the social and historical treatments. In both treatments across both cases have a variable indicating relative performance been coded. It measures how relatively good the organization in questions is doing by subtracting the organizations performance from the reference point performance. In the unemployment case the subtraction is done in reverse in order to also let higher values reflect relatively better performance. In addition, a dummy is coded if performance was relatively bad, that is, if performance was below the reference point (and zero if performance was equal to or better
than the reference point). By interacting the two we obtain an estimate of how sensitive councilors' expectations to citizens' satisfactions response is to relatively bad vs. relatively good performance.

In figure 2 the asymmetries between relatively good and bad performance are highlighted for the school experiment and reflect the results of table 3. We can clearly see the difference in steepness between relatively good and relatively bad performance. For negative grades (i.e. when school performance is below the reference point) councilors react with a stronger negative expectation to citizen satisfaction than if the school performs above the reference point. Looking at the estimated effects in table 3 we can see that the interaction is only significant for the historical comparison case. The effect is sizable: the effect of changes in performance on councilors expectation to citizens satisfaction is around twice as large for relatively negative performance compared with relatively positive performance. This finding is in line with studies on loss aversion and a negativity bias in responses to performance information among citizens (James 2011a; 2011b; Soroka 2006; Olsen 2013c).

[Figure 2 about here.]

In figure 3 the asymmetries between relatively good and bad performance are highlighted for the municipal unemployment experiment. Here the exact opposite effect than in the school experiment is visible: Councilors respond with a stronger positive expectation to citizens' evaluations when unemployment is above the reference point than if the municipal unemployment is worse than the reference point (i.e., negative values). This corresponds to a positivity bias in the sense that councilors expect performance above the reference point to be evaluated better than the negative response to performance below the reference point of a similar magnitude. If we look at the models in table 3 we see negative signs on the coefficients for the interactions which corresponds to this effect. This asymmetry is again only significant for the historical comparison and again the difference in coefficients for relatively good and bad
performance is of a sizable magnitude.

[Figure 3 about here.]

In sum, we find evidence of an striking difference in councilors asymmetrical expectations to citizens response. For the school case where attribution of responsibility is directed towards the school, councilors expect citizens to show a negativity bias: relatively bad performance is given more weigh than relatively good performance of the same magnitude. This expectation become reversed in the unemployment case, where attribution of responsibility to a greater extent is directed at the council.

**Conclusion**

The article has offered the first experimental study of how politicians view the external role of performance information, i.e., how they expect citizens to respond when faced with various forms of performance information. The argument has been that we can learn something about how politicians respond to performance information by studying how they expect citizens to respond to performance information. Reelection seeking politicians will have an edge if they skillfully are able hold valid beliefs and wishes about how citizens respond to performance information.

In the article we have approached the question of how politicians think citizens should respond to relatively good and bad performance with an experimental design. This was done by embedding a set of experiments in a survey among a large sample of Danish local councilors. The results provide the first possibility of comparing how politicians expect citizens to respond to performance information with the existing experimental knowledge of how citizens actually respond. In sum, the findings pointed to than when asked about how citizens should respond to various types of performance information we obtain both valid beliefs about citizens responses and elements of opportunistic or biased beliefs.
First, we found that politicians expect citizens to care a lot about relative performance in terms of either other organizations performance or own past performance. Politicians beliefs about the importance of relative performance reflects experimental studies on how citizens actually respond to performance information (Charbonneau and Van Ryzin, 2013; James 2011a; 2011b; Olsen, 2013a; 2013b; 2013d; Hansen et al. 2014). However, they did not expect citizens to be more affected by social reference points than historical reference points as it has been found among citizens.

Second, we found compelling opposite asymmetries in how councilors think citizens should respond to relatively bad and good performance for the two experimental cases. In the case of schools, the councilors thought that citizens should respond more negatively to relatively bad performance than positively to relatively good performance. This effect was consistent with a negativity bias. However, for the case of unemployment we found evidence of a positivity bias. 

This divergence may be explained by how responsibility attribution was assigned for the two experiments. For the case of schools, councilors were asked about parents' satisfaction at the school in question. Here the question of accountability was assigned at the school level. However, for the case of unemployment, the councilors were asked about the satisfaction of all citizens in the municipality. Here the question of accountability was assigned more directly to the level of the council itself. This finding thus may reflect that councilors hope citizens will appreciate success on policies where responsibility is assigned to the council (unemployment), while they care less about this for policies where responsibility is assigned to others (schools). In other words: councilors have high hopes for blame avoidance when they are on the line, but expect harsh reactions to relatively negative performance when others have the main responsibility.

It is important to note that this difference cannot be explained by the fact that councilors see unemployment performance as generally more difficult to handle or less mutable than
school performance. If this was the case, we should expect councilors to think that citizens should be less affected in case of both relatively bad and relatively good performance—not just in the latter case. Furthermore, we would have expected that the average expectation of citizens satisfaction would have been higher across all conditions for the unemployment case than the school case. The data showed the opposite.

This article has only offered a first look at similarities and differences between how politicians and citizens view the external role of performance information. The results point to a number of implications for future studies: First, the fact that politicians recognize the importance of relative comparison to historical and social reference points calls for further systematic investigation of how such comparisons are sought out in a real world setting. Most existing experimental studies have provided respondents with a fixed reference point, however, in a more naturalistic setting multiple reference points will be available. Here is a opportunity for taking the experimental results into an observational setting.

Second, with politicians’ recognition of the importance of reference points we should turn more focus to how organizations aim to affect how, when, and if they are compared with historical and social reference points. From a research perspective we can approach the use of reference points from the perspective of measurement gaming and manipulation. Reference points may be easier to manipulate or strategically change than actual performance. Our efforts to understand unintended behavior induced by performance information should therefore also be directed towards the reference points which are used and the reference points which are not.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Question wording</th>
<th>Numerical treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute level only</td>
<td>Imagine that your municipality has an unemployment rate of ( x )%est. How satisfied do you think that the citizens in your municipality should be with this unemployment rate?</td>
<td>( x \in N(\mu = 6.3, \sigma = 1.0) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social reference</td>
<td>Imagine that your municipality has an unemployment rate of ( x )%. Imagine as well that the unemployment average for all other municipalities in the country is ( x_2 )%est. How satisfied do you think that the citizens in your municipality should be with this unemployment rate?</td>
<td>( x_1 \in N(\mu = 6.3, \sigma = 1.0) ), ( x_2 \in N(\mu = 6.3, \sigma = 1.0) ), ( x_1 \perp x_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical reference</td>
<td>Imagine that your municipality has an unemployment rate of ( x )%est. Imagine as well that the unemployment rate in the same municipality last year was ( x_2 )%est. How satisfied do you think that the citizens in your municipality should be with this unemployment rate?</td>
<td>( x_1 \in N(\mu = 6.3, \sigma = 1.0) ), ( x_2 \in N(\mu = 6.3, \sigma = 1.0) ), ( x_1 \perp x_2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Experimental design: School performance and reference points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Question wording</th>
<th>Numerical treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute level only</td>
<td>Every year the Ministry of Education releases a grade average for the country’s schools. Imagine that a regular public school in your municipality obtains an average grade of $X$ on the new grade scale for students taking their final exam in 2013. How satisfied do you think that parents with children at this school should be given this information?</td>
<td>$x \in N(\mu = 6.5, \sigma = 1.0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social reference</td>
<td>Every year the Ministry of Education releases a grade average for the country’s schools. Imagine that a regular public school in your municipality obtains an average grade of $X$ on the new grade scale for students taking their final exam in 2013. Imagine as well that the grade average for all other public schools in your municipality is $X$. How satisfied do you think that parents with children at this school should be given this information?</td>
<td>$x_1 \in N(\mu = 6.5, \sigma = 1.0)$, $x_2 \in N(\mu = 6.5, \sigma = 1.0)$, $x_1 \perp x_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical reference</td>
<td>Every year the Ministry of Education releases a grade average for the country’s schools. Imagine that a regular public school in your municipality obtains an average grade of $X$ on the new grade scale for students taking their final exam in 2013. Imagine as well that the grade average for the same school last year was $X$. How satisfied do you think that parents with children at this school should be given this information?</td>
<td>$x_1 \in N(\mu = 6.5, \sigma = 1.0)$, $x_2 \in N(\mu = 6.5, \sigma = 1.0)$, $x_1 \perp x_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Experiments: Social vs. Historical Performance Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No comparison</th>
<th>Social comparison</th>
<th>Historical comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exp. 1: Grades</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School average</td>
<td>0.98**</td>
<td>0.88**</td>
<td>0.96**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference point average</td>
<td>-0.48**</td>
<td>-0.64**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative performance</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.47*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.20)</td>
<td>(0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative bad performance</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.41)</td>
<td>(0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.57*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.29)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-1.28</td>
<td>2.43*</td>
<td>5.65**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.75)</td>
<td>(1.18)</td>
<td>(0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adj. R^2</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exp. 2: Unemployment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal rate</td>
<td>-0.67**</td>
<td>-0.80**</td>
<td>-0.93**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference point rate</td>
<td>0.52**</td>
<td>0.47**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative performance</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.53*</td>
<td>0.92**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.23)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative bad performance</td>
<td>-0.90*</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.40)</td>
<td>(0.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.60*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.33)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>7.89**</td>
<td>6.27**</td>
<td>4.82**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.92)</td>
<td>(1.14)</td>
<td>(0.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adj. R^2</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coefficients obtained by OLS estimation. Standard errors in parentheses.
Significance levels correspond to: * p < .05 and ** p < .01 (all two-tailed tests).
Figure 1: Main effects of the experiments
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Figure 2: School performance experiment

(a) **Social reference point (n=270)**. Councilors’ expectation to parents’ evaluations plotted against the randomized relative performance (school performance - other schools in same municipality).

(b) **Historical reference point (n=286)**. Councilors’ expectation to parents’ evaluations plotted against the randomized relative performance (school performance - same municipality last year).
Figure 3: Municipal unemployment experiment

(a) **Social reference point (n=275).** Councilors’ expectation to citizens’ evaluations plotted against the randomized relative performance (the national unemployment rate - a municipality’s unemployment rate).

(b) **Historical reference point (n=252).** Councilors’ expectation to citizens’ evaluations plotted against the randomized relative performance (A municipality’s unemployment rate last year - the same municipality’s unemployment rate today).